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Over 65 Years of
Growth and Experience

Heritage
Arab Transit’s story dates back to the early 1950 when the late Mr. Ma’moun
R. Toukan along with a group of prominent Jordanian businessmen had a
vision to provide efficient shipping and transport solution for importing cargo
to Jordan through the different entry points in the Levant. The Company
was officially registered under the name of Arab Transit Goods Transport &
Clearing Co. with a primary focus on providing shipping, transport and custom
clearance services in Jordan and the Levant.
Arab Transit’s initial shareholders represented different business across various
sectors in Jordan and the Region. With time, the Toukan family represented
the majority of the board and continued their focus on becoming industry
specialists and providing efficient shipping and logistics solutions. Arab
Transit’s management has been heavily involved during the establishment and
continuous development of Aqaba Ports, even during congestion times, prior
to the establishment of Aqaba Container Terminal (ACT).
The Company’s current Director is Mr. Rashad Mamoun Toukan – over 30
years of experience, currently serves as a board member in Aqaba Container
Terminal (on AP Moller side of the board), he has served as a board member in
the Aqaba Port Authority, and Jordan Shipping Association in the past, along
with other board posts.
With more than half a century later, Arab Transit continues in its path of
success, and invests heavily in its employees and technology to continuously
adapt and respond to the ever changing environment of global trade and
offers its’ clients the reliable solutions they deserve.

Global Network
To cater our client needs, the Company has offices and representations across
the Kingdom of Jordan. Since inception we have been keen on maintaining
strong relations locally and abroad by developing an image of trust and
reliability. Through our long history the Company has a strong network of
partners and agents both regionally and internationally.
Arab Transit is part of the Global Logistics Network, a global network with over
300 International Freight Forwarders that are globally focused and provide
local solutions.
Locally Arab Transit is an established member of the following associations:
Jordan Shipping Association, Jordanian Custom Clearance Association, and
Jordan-American Business Association.

Mission
To provide efficient and long term solutions that meet our clients’ needs with
the ever changing global trade environment, while continuously enhancing our
knowhow and experience across different industries and locations, making us
your trusted logistics partner.

Vision
Our vision is to expand our networks and presence globally to better serve our
clients and become the preferred partner in the MENA region for facilitating
cargo movements in a reliable, secure and responsible way.

Values
With over 65 years of growth and success our team understands Arab Transit’s
heritage and strives to maintain a company image that reflects quality and
reliability in everything it does.
- We believe the growth and success of our clients’ will translate to greater
volume of business, thus we treat clients as partners and provide them with
the necessities to help them grow.
- Our dedicated team of professionals come from diverse educational
backgrounds and all are known to have an appetite for solving new challenges
and satisfying our clients.
- Arab Transit uses a client focused approach when serving clients, whereby
the team is primarily focused on satisfying the clients’ needs. Time and
dedication are allocated to every job as required to execute it in an efficient
and timely manner.
- We solve complex challenges with passion and motivation, and ensure they
are solved within a specific time frame and in a socially responsible way.

T: +962 6 4617590
+962 6 4622592
+962 6 4625492
F: +962 6 4622959
E: info@arabforwarding.com
W: www.arabforwarding.com
PO Box 324
Amman 11118, Jordan
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